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Abstract

Reasoning about credential-based systems such as SDSI, SPKI is one of today’s security
challenges. The representation and reasoning problem for this (simple) public key infras-
tructure is challenging: we need to represent permissions,naming and identities of agents
and complex naming constructions (Blackburn’s office-mateis M4M’s PC-Chair’s Col-
league), then we need to reason about intervals of time and metric time for expiration dates
and validity intervals.

One of the limitation of many formalizations is their folding on Lampson and Rivest’s
SDSI and SPKI, the major goal being to show that the proposed logics and semantics cap-
tured exactly SPKI behavior or were better in this or that respect. What we find missing is
what Syverson termed an ”independently motivated semantics”. A semantics where models
fitting SDSI would just be a particular subset of logical models and where other proposals
could be equally well accomodated.

Here, we propose such an independently motivated semanticswith annexed logical cal-
culi. The semantics has a natural intuitive interpretationand in particular can represent
timing constraints, intersection of validity intervals and naming at the same time.

We also provide a logical calculus based on semantic tableaux with the appealing feature
that the verification of credentials allows for the direct construction of a counter-model in
the semantics when invalid requests are made. This combinessemantic tableau method
for modal and description logics with systems for reasoningabout interval algebra and
advanced proposals that exploit both qualitative and metric constraints, whose integration
is far from trivial.



1 Introduction

The security of credential-based systems is one of today’s security challenges.
Things are further complicated by the substantial disappearance of the traditional
model of client/server interaction: the important data is on some server which
knows the clients and let them just have what they deserve. First of all, clients
are no longer known by servers: the entire idea behind web services is that re-
quests may come from everybody, provided they have the rightcredentials. Sec-
ond, servers themselves are often distributed and their security policies may come
from different sources and different administrative domains.

The traditional authentication (who the sender is) and authorization (what it
can do) questions have been transformed into another one about trust management:
”Does the set of credentials about identity and about permission proves that the
request complies with the set of local policies?”

To perform these tasks without a centralized security infrastructure, a number
of proposals have been put forward by security researchers (see the recent survey
by Weeks [22]). One of the most frequently cited has been Lampson and Rivest’s
SDSI (Simple Distributed Security Infrastructure), whichwas later refined into an
Internet RFC as SPKI (Simple Public Key Infrastructure) [8].

Loosely speaking, the appeal of SDSI/SPKI is to have distilled the concept of
local nameand to have reduced the traditional access and authorization decision
into a problem of verifying the combination ofcredentials linking local names
and global namesandcredentials linking names and permissions. For example, in
M4M’s Chair, theChair is a local name, which maps to an individual who is likely
to be different fromTABLEAUX’s Chair. The individual standing forChair may
be linked by some certificate to an individual namedAreces. Areces’ Colleague
may also be mapped into more than one individual. Suppose nowthat anyAreces’
Colleaguewas granted access toBlackburn’s Computer, should a claim from an
M4M’s Chair’s Colleaguebe granted by the server? The reasoning is further com-
plicated by time: one can be PC-chair or colleague for an interval of time and then
something may change. Should the claim be granted in 2004?

The SDSI/SPKI proposal has been the subject of an intense debate and a num-
ber of researchers have formalized this proposal or its alternatives using logics to
analyze and emphasize differences or subtle features. Abadi [1] has used a modal
logic, which later Howell and Kotz [12] have modified, Halpern and Van der Mey-
den [11,10] have proposed another modal logic to reason about it, Jha, Repset al.
have used model-checking for the verification of the time-free fragment of the tree
[20]. Li et al. [16,17] have used logic programming and Datalog.

This is a knowledge representation and reasoning problem that is interesting
because its solution requires the combination of many AI techniques, which so far
have been rather separated. First of all, we need to represent permissions, second
we need to represent naming and identities, third we need to reason about time.

Last but not least, we must provide methods to reason about them. Nobody is
interested in formalizing the SDSI/SPKI M4M’s PC-Chair’s ConferencePaperMan-
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ager policies if we cannot then decide whether the remote user making a request
signed with the key 0xF34567 is allowed to see the reviews of paper M4M345.pdf.
For the naming and modal part we need to combine features for advanced work in
modal and dynamic logics [18,6]. For the temporal part, as weshall see, this is a
challenge where a CSP-based qualitative reasoning proper of Allen’s Interval al-
gebra [3,4] is not sufficient. TCSPs (Temporal CSPs) and STPs(Simple Temporal
Problem) are necessary to handle metric temporal relations[7].

So far, the approaches proposed in Computer Security fora have focussed on
using logics for givingthesemantics to the operational description of SDSI/SPKI.
This has created rather unwieldy proposals somehow bent andsoldered on the ap-
plication. In contrast, one needs a general framework to represent and reason about
naming, identity and time, and then show that particular restrictions on the model
allows us to capture the desired properties. If we look at modal logics, we don’t
have ”the” semantics for knowledge, we have kripke structures and the particular
notion of knowledge (positive or negative introspection etc.) that fits our applica-
tion is obtained by imposing different restrictions on the model.

Building upon previous formalizations we provide a generalmodel for reason-
ing about identities, authorization, credentialsand time. We hope that this would
provide the equivalent of what Syverson termed an ”independently motivated se-
mantics” [21]. The semantics has an intuitive look-and-feel and in particular is also
able to reason naturally about time, permission and naming at the same time.

We show how to construct a general reasoning method for the logic that com-
bines advanced tableaux methods for modal and description logics with systems for
reasoning about Allen’s interval algebra and advanced proposals that exploit both
qualitative and metric constraints [19,14].

In the rest of the paper we sketch the intuitions about SDSI/SPKI, we show the
semantical model for credential-based systems, and the intuitions behind it. We
give the calculus and the proof that it is sound and complete before concluding.

2 A Primer on SDSI/SPKI

The idea behind SDSI/SPKI [8] is that servers make access control decision by
looking at public key credentials which either link identifiers to known roles or
other identifiers or link identifiers with privileges.

Each agent has its set oflocal names, denoted byn, possibly with subscript.
Name can be composed so that for the agent Areces, the local namePatrik may
map into Blackburn and the agentPatrik0s Buddy may map into what Blackburn
considers a buddy. In SPKI,compound namesare denoted by the tuple construct
(name n1 n2 ...nk) or by the equivalent expressionn01s n02s : : : nk where
eachn-i is a local name, andn1 is either a local name or a public key. Whenn1 is
a key we have afully qualified name.

The interpretation of a compound name depends on the agent except for fully-
qualified names. So that the interpretation ofPatrik0s olleagues by one agent
depends on its interpretation ofPatrik, and may be different from another agent’s
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interpretation ofPatrik andPatrik0s olleagues.
In absence of a centralized naming authority we don’t have global names in

SPKI and the only global entities are public keys. So, strictly speaking, we have
no agents interpeting names in SPKI but just keys. We may say thatPatrik’s
interpretation of the agent Areces is mapped into the agent Blackburn, but what
we can only say in practice is thatPatrik is mapped into the public keykp. So
that the public keyka (which corresponds to what we call the agent Areces) will
take any credential verifiable with the public keykp as a statement coming from his
fellow Patrik.

SPKI has other kinds of names such as hashes of keys and threshold subject
(”any m out ofN of the following subjects”) for joint signatures, or the reserved
word ”Self”, representing the entity doing the verification. Here, along the same
line of Jha, Repset al. [20], we only consider compound names.

Credentials are represented by certificates. There are various types of certifi-
cates in SPKI: naming certificates, authorization certificates, and certificate revo-
cation lists (CRLs). Here we only treat the first two but the framework is designed
to give a reasonable account of revocation list.

A naming certificatehas the form of a cryptographically signed message with
contents(cert (issuer (name k n)) (subject p) valid), where
k is a key (representing the issuer, whose signature is on the certificate),n is a
local name,p is a fully-qualified name, andvalid is an optional section describ-
ing temporal validity constraints on the certificate. The valid section describes an
interval during which the certificate is valid. It may also describe a sequence of
additional tests for the validation of certificates.

An authorization certificatehas the form(cert (issuer k) (subject
p) (propagate) A valid), wherek is a key,p is a fully-qualified name,
A is an authorization (loosely speaking a set of actions), andvalid is a temporal
validity section, as above. The(propagate) section is optional. Intuitively, the
issuer uses such a certificate to grantp the authority to perform the actions inA.
Moreover, if the propagation field is present, then the subject is further authorized
to delegate this authority to others.

3 Logical Syntax for SPKI

The syntax generalizes the proposals by Abadi [1], Halpern and van der Meyden
[11,10], Jha, Repset al. [13,20].

We have a set of actionsA, a set of keysK, and a set of namesN. Agents or
principalsare denoted byk wherek 2 K, n wheren 2 N, or p0s q wherep andq
are principals.

Theatomic formulaeof our logic arep 7! q and Perm(p; a) wherep andq are
principals anda is an action. Standard formulae are built by the usual operators
of negation, conjunction and disjunction. The intuition behind p 7! q, which is
read ”p speaks for q”, is that for the agent currently evaluating the formula any
authorization forp can be mapped into an authorization forq.
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We have two forms ofcertificates: k ert p 7! q : [t1; t2℄, the interpretation of
which is that for the agentk the local namep is bound to the fully qualified nameq
for the validity period between the instantt1 andt2, andk ert Perm(p; a) : [t1; t2℄,
the interpretation of which is that the agentk permits actiona to p for the validity
period of the certificate. We allow one to use compound names as subjects and not
just local names.

Note that a logical certificate does not (necessarily) correspond to a physical
certificate. Indeed our major interest for formalizing a credential based system is
the possibility of passing between the following two alternative formulations:� given a set of physical certificates with certain validity intervals should a request

for a given permission be granted in a given time interval;� is a logical certificate about a given permission in a given time interval a logical
consequence of a set of physical certificates with certain validity intervals.

Obviously the notion of consequence can only be defined once we have a semantics.
With respect to the calculus in [1,2] we have eliminated thesays operator be-

cause it is subsumed by theert operator. See [18] for an automated reasoning
method for some fragments of Abadi’set al. calculus.

4 Semantics

The motto of any credential-based system could be ”Extra public-keys nulla salus”
and our model builds upon this intuition by making a model where the basic domain
is a set of real keys, and where names connects keys with each other and with
permissions.

Looking from the perspective of modal logics of beliefs we can say that, loosely
speaking, keys can be seen as individuals, authorizations as atomic concepts and
names as roles connecting the individuals [9]. From the perspective of dynamic
logic, keys are states, names are programs which allow us to pass from one state to
another,0s can be mapped in the operator for sequential composition, and certifi-
cates can be seen as some form of necessitation operator [15]. The major difference
is that we can now name states. The speaks-for construct is slightly more subtle and
has been widely used in grammar logics.

Let’s first give a modelwithout time. So amodelis a generalized Kripke struc-
ture that is a triplehK;N ;Ai whereK is a set of real keys (such that for allk 2 K
there is ak 2 K). The naming relationN is a mapping from local names to subset
of relations over keysLN �! 2K�K. In a equivalent terms one could say that it is
an indexed family of relations. The grant relationA is a function mapping actions
into into subset of keysA �! 2K.

The naming relation associates to each local name the corresponding key:hk; k0i 2N (n), or equivalentlykNn k0 if the principal associated to keyk associates to the
namen at least the keyk0. We have a relation because the same namenmay refer to
many individuals as inPatrik0s olleagues. In the sequel we use the set-oriented
notation:k0 2 N (k; n).
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The grant relation associates to each key the set of actions that the agent holding
the key is willing to permit to other principals. Sok0 2 A(k; a) means that the
principal associated with the keyk0 is permitted actiona by the principal associated
with the keyk.

Names can be lifted to compound names by giving a semantics for the 0s oper-
ator:� N (k1; k2) = fk2g wherek2 2 K� N (k1; n) = LN (k1; n) wheren 2 N� N (k1; p0s q) = Sk22N (k1;p)N (k2; q)
The first rule says that syntactic keys are always mapped intothe corresponding
semantics keys. The last rule is a simple representation of composition: ifk1 asso-
ciatesk2 to the namep andk2 associatesk3 to the nameq thenk1 should associatek3 to the namep0s q.

Note that, with this semantics any principalp1 0s p2 0s : : : 0s pl is equivalent
to some principalq1 0s q2 0s : : : 0s qm whereq1 is either a key or a name andq2; : : : ; qm are names. So from now on we shall consider only principals inthe
latter form.

To lift our structure to time we need to introduce the conceptof a tracethat is a
mapping from time to models. A traceM associates to each instant of time a given
modelMt = hKt;Nt;Ati wheret 2 R. ThenKt : R �! K is the set of real keys
(such that for allk 2 K there is a semantic keyk 2 Kt) which are associated to
the named keys at timet, Nt is the local naming relation with the additional time
parametreR �N �! 2K�K at timet andAt is the grant relation:R � A �! 2K.
The extension of the semantics for namingprincipals is identical, except for thet
subscript.

At this stage the comparison with variations on modal logicsis interesting.
For example should the validity period of keys always be a connected interval? For
instance, suppose that we have that in our model we havek1 2 N11�May�2003(k2; FAST 0s Chair), that is the real keyk1, say FAST steering
committee global key, associates the keyk2 to theFAST 0s Chair. After a year the
certificate expires and we havek1 62 N11�May�2004(k2; FAST 0s Chair). Do we
want to impose that for allt � 11�May�2004 we havek1 62 Nt(k2; FAST 0s Chair)?
This means that after a certificate is expired we would not accept another revalida-
tion certificate for the same key. This is one possible model and there might be
cases when this is desirable and cases whether it is not.

We have now all the necessary material to give a semantics toformulae.� Mt; k1 j= p 7! q iff 8k 2 Nt(k1; q); k 2 Nt(k1; p)� Mt; k1 j= Perm(p; a) iff 8k 2 Nt(k1; p); a 2 At(k)
As for certificates, we evaluate them as follows:� Mt j= k ert p 7! q : [t1; t2℄ iff t 2 [t1; t2℄)Mt; k j= p 7! q� Mt j= k ert Perm(p; a) : [t1; t2℄ iff t 2 [t1; t2℄)Mt; k j= Perm(p; a)
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Note that, in comparison with Halpern and van der Meyden proposals, we do not
force certificates to be satified by a model. A model is an independent entity from
certificates. It has its properties and satisfies some formulae. If it satisfies the
appropriate formulae it will also satisfies some certificates. In this way, as we said,
a particular certificate theory characterizes a particularset of models.

Then we can define the notion ofsatisfaction by a traceM, that is the notion
of satisfaction for all time instant:M j= k ert  : [t1; t2℄ iff 8t,Mt j= k ert  : [t1; t2℄

As Jha, Repset al. [13,20] we have a notion of consequence for chains of
certificates:

Definition 4.1 A certificate� is a logical consequenceof a set of certificatesC if
any trace which satisfies all the certificates ofC also satisfies�.

5 Semantic Tableaux

Now comes the key question: how can we know that a certificate is a logical con-
sequence of a set of physical certificates? Furthermore, if this is not the case, how
can we get asemantical counter-example?

We propose a calculus based onsemantic tableaux. Intuitively, to prove that a
certificate� is a logical consequence of a set of other certificatesC (see Def. 4.1) we
instead try to construct a model that falsifies� and satisfiesC. If we succeed, then
we have a counter example. If we fail and we used a fair and systematic procedure,
we are sure that no such countermodel exists and the formula is valid.
For tableaux we shall use the usual terminology. For instance, see De Giacomo and
Massacci [6] for the modal part and Kautz and Ladkin [14] for the temporal part.

The construction starts from the formulae and then try to build the entire model
and the trace by incrementally constructing the naming associations, by attributing
permission and by determining temporal information. So atableauis a collection
of branches, each intuitively corresponding to some possible counter-model. A
branchhas three components foruntimed information(such as naming relations),
for qualitative temporal informationand forquantitative temporal information.

For the “untimed” information we have a triplethK; N; (F; A)i where� K is the set of the syntactic keys plus possibly some new keys,� the functionN : K� K �! 2N is the local naming relation constructed so far,� the functionA : K� K �! 2A corresponds to the permissions assigned so far,� F : K �! 2Formulae corresponds to the formulae (labelled with validity intervals)
which we try to satisfy.

For the qualitative temporal information about validity ofcertificates we have
an interval networkhV; Ei where� V is a set of variables representing temporal intervals,� a functionE : V�V �! 2Allen0s s relations corresponds to the qualitative temporal
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relations that we have forced so far.

If v is an interval variable we represent its beginning and end point asv� andv+.
Allen’s interval relations are the following:before, after, meets, met� by,overlaps, overlapped� by, starts, started� by, during, ontains, �nishes, �nished� by,equals. Their interpretation is intuitive and we refer to Allen’s work for additional

explanations [3,4]. For instancev1 meets v2 means that whenv1 ends,v2 starts.
For the metric temporal information we have a point networkhVT ; ET i where� VT is a set of variables representing temporal points� ET : VT � VT �! 2Intervals represent the metric constraints between the time

points that we contructed so far.

After an initialization step the construction proceeds step-wise by the applica-
tion of a rule and the checking of the consistency of the temporal information. It
stops either when all the expressions were processed, or when an inconsistency is
found.

5.1 Initialization

At the very start,K is the set of keys appearing inf�g [ C. F, N, A, V andVT are
empty.

For each certificatek ert  : [t1; t2℄ in f�g [ C, a new interval variablev! is
added toV andv�! andv+! are added toVT . ThenE, resp. ET , is enriched with
constraints existing betweenv!, resp.v�! andv+! , and the remaining interval, resp.
point, variables. The basic intuition is that the interval variablev! is used to define
the validity period of the certificate.

Example 5.1 LetCN = fk1 ert (p 7! k3) : [1; 4℄g andCA = fk2 ert Perm(k1 0s p; a) :[2; 6℄g. ThenV = fv1; v2g wherev1 corresponds to[1; 4℄ andv2 to [2; 6℄, VT =fv�1 ; v+1 ; v�2 ; v+2 g, E(v1; v2) = foverlapsg, ET (v�1 ; v+1 ) = f[3; 3℄g, ET (v�2 ; v+2 ) =f[4; 4℄g, ET (v�1 ; v�2 ) = f[1; 1℄g (the remaining metric constraints are deducible
from ET ), see Fig. 1. k1 k2

k3

qualitative temporal
information

[3; 3℄
[4; 4℄

[1; 1℄ v+1
v+2v�2

v�1
quantitative temporal information

v1
v2

untimed information

overlaps

Fig. 1. Illustration of example 5.1

So, looking at the figure, at the beginning we have the three keys of the two
certificates, and for the moment, no naming relation betweenthem.
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We introduce an interval variable for the validity of the first, resp. second, certifi-
cate: v1, resp. v2. Then we say that the two intervals overlap (as [1,4] overlaps
[2,6]). For the metric constraints we say that the difference in time between the be-
ginning ofv1 and the beginning ofv2 ranges in the interval[1; 1℄, becausev1 = [1; 4℄
andv2 = [2; 4℄ and2 � 1 = 1. Equally, the duration ofv1, that is the difference
betweenv�1 = 1 andv+1 = 4, lasts between[3; 3℄.

Finally if �, the certificate we are trying to disprove, has the formki ert  :[ti1; ti2℄, we addf: : vig to F(ki) wherevi is the interval corresponding to[ti1; ti2℄.
Intuitively, we want a model where the certificate is not valid in the given interval.

5.2 Building rules

To simplify the rules for formulae we need some abbreviations that describe possi-
ble relations between validity intervals of certificates.

Definition 5.2 Let v1, v2 andv3 be interval variables.� v1\v2 = ;when the following constraint is satisfied:v1fbefore,meets,met� by,aftergv2� v1\v2 6= ;when the following constraint is satisfied:v1foverlaps, overlapped� by,starts, started � by, during, ontains, �nishes, �nished� by, equalsgv2� v2 � v1 when the following constraint is satisfied:v2fstarts, during, �nishes,equalsgv1
For example, the intuition of the first rule is that two intervals have no intersec-

tion if either one interval is before the other, or when one interval just finishes at
the time when the other just starts.

Proposition 5.3 To compute the overlap of validity periods we letv3 = v1 \ v2.� if v1fstarts, during, �nishes, equalsgv2 thenv3 = v1� if v1fstarted� by, ontains, �nished � bygv2 thenv3 = v2� if v1 overlaps v2 thenv3 �nishes v1 andv3 starts v2� if v1 overlapped� by v2 thenv3 starts v1 andv3 �nishes v2
We have now all the necessary machinery to introduce the rules.

5.2.1 Rule for certificates
If k ert  : [t1; t2℄ 2 C then for the correspondingv 2 V, addf : vg to F(k)

The basic intuition is that if the certificatek ert  : [t1; t2℄ is valid then the corre-
sponding formula must be true for the corresponding key during the validity interval
of the certificate.

5.2.2 Rules for formulae
We now consider the processing of atomic formulae only as theboolean operators
are handled in the usual way: for instance if a key must satisfy the conjunction
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of two formulae this means that the key must satisfy both formulae and thus both
formulae are added to the branch at the appropriate key. As for disjuntion it simply
splits the branch in two.

Speaking for
All the rules follow the same pattern. For each constraints on the model we

either check that there is no temporal interaction or, if there is some, we update
the untimed information during the overlapping intervals.Step by step this fills the
naming relations between keys and specify the timing relations between the various
validity intervals. The rules consider both positive and negative parts:� if p 7! k0 : v 2 F(k) then addfp : vg to N(k; k0)� if p 7! k0 0s q : v 2 F(k) then8k3 2 K [ K; q : v0 2 N(k0; k3) either one hasv \ v0 = ; or let v3 = v \ v0 and addfp : v3g to N(k; k3)� if p 7! n 0s q : v 2 F(k) (whereq can be null) then8k0 2 K [ K; n 0s q : v0 2N(k; k0) either one hasv \ v0 = ; or letv3 = v \ v0 and addfp : v3g to N(k; k0)� if :(p 7! q) : v1 2 F(k1) then for a new actiona!, add f Perm(p; a!) :v1;: Perm(q; a!) : v1g to F(k1)
The intuition behind the first rule is that ifp is associated tok0 for the keyk then
we add the labelling to the relation, tagged with the appropriate validity intervalv.
The graphical representation is shown in Figure 2.k1 k2 k2k1 N : p : v1=)p 7! k2 : v1

Fig. 2. Illustration of first rule for7! (the temporal graphs remain unchanged)

The intuition behind the second rule is the following: suppose that you have
a claim that for the keyk the namep has been associated to the namen0s q for
a certain validity intervalv. We can have a look at all naming relations between
keys that haveq as their name. These naming relations will also have their validity
period, sayv0. Now we have two possibilities. The first one is that the validity
periods do not overlap (that isv \ v0 = ;) and therefore there is nothing that we
need to do. The second one is that the validity period do overlap and then we must
chain the two certificates for the overlapping periods, namely v3 = v \ v0.

We illustrate the second[7!℄ rule in the special case wherev1 overlaps v2 in
Figure 3. As we can see from the figure we have added the link betweenk1 andk3
but only for the overlapping intervalv3. The temporal information says that whenv1 finishes thenv3 also finishes and whenv2 starts thenv3 also starts.

Permission
These rules have the same flavour as the speaks-for rules, except that they add

permitted actions to each key rather then connecting keys with a naming relation.� if Perm(k2; a) : v1 2 F(k1) then addfa : v1g to A(k1; k2)
10



k3
v+1v�1

information
qualitative temporal

v+2v�2

qualitative temporal
information

v1
v2

overlaps v3starts
�nishes

k1 k2
k3 N : q : v2N : p : v3

untimed information

[0; 0℄ [0; 0℄v+1
v+2

v�1 v�3 v+3v�2
quantitative temporal information

p 7! k2 0s q : v1

untimed information

N : q : v2k2k1p 7! k2 0s q : v1
v1overlaps
v2

quantitative temporal information+

Fig. 3. Illustration of one of the rules[7!℄ (wherev1 overlaps v2)� if Perm(k2 0s q; a) : v1 2 F(k1) then8k3 2 K such thatq : v2 2 N(k2; k3) either
one hasv1 \ v2 = ; or let v3 = v1 \ v2 and addfa : v3g to A(k1; k3)� if Perm(n 0s q; a) : v1 2 F(k1) (whereq can be null) then8k2 2 K such thatn 0s q : v2 2 N(k1; k2) either one hasv1 \ v2 = ; or let v3 = v1 \ v2 and addfa : v3g to A(k1; k2)
We also have rules for negated permissions:� if : Perm(k2; a) : v1 2 F(k1) then for a new intervalv! � v1, addf:a : v!g toA(k1; k2)� if : Perm(k2 0s q; a) : v1 2 F(k1) then for a newk! 2 K and a new intervalv! �v1, setN(k2; k!) to fq : v!g andA(k1; k!) to f:a : v!g� if : Perm(n 0s q; a) : v1 2 F(k1) (whereq can be null) then for a newk! 2 K and

a new intervalv! � v1, setN(k1; k!) to fn 0s q : v!g andA(k1; k!) to f:a : v!g
Principals

These rules basically refine the naming relations eliminating or creating com-
pound names when validity intervals allow to do that.� if k3 0s q : v1 2 N(k1; k2) then addfq : v1g to N(k3; k2)� if n 0s q : v1 2 N(k1; k2) then8k3 2 K [ K such thatn : v2 2 N(k1; k3) either one

hasv1 \ v2 = ; or letv3 = v1 \ v2 and addfq : v3g to N(k3; k2)� if q1 : v1 2 N(k1; k2), q2 : v2 2 N(k2; k3) then either one hasv1 \ v2 = ; or let
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v3 = v1 \ v2 and addfn 0s q : v3g to N(k1; k3)
5.3 Consistency

5.3.1 Rule for consistency
A principal associated to a key cannot be permitted and forbidden the same action
at the same time:

if a : v1 2 A(k1; k2) and:a : v2 2 A(k1; k2) thenE(v1; v2) = E(v1; v2) \ fbefore; after;meets;met� byg
5.3.2 Consistency of the temporal information
Finally we must guarantee the consistency of the temporal information. Roughly
speaking the qualitative and the metric temporal information are processed sepa-
rately, then combined and, if new information appeared, updated, otherwise the
computation stops. If the empty relation is present then theoriginal information
is inconsistent [14]. This algorithm is sound but not complete unless the interval
network is at leastpreconvex[5]. To get completeness of the processing of the
temporal information, we modify slightly some rules: whenever we need to addv1 \ v2 = ; we actually split it intov1fbefore;meetsgv2 or v1fmet� by; aftergv2.
Definition 5.4 A branch issaturatedwhen no new information can appear through
the application of a rule. A branch isclosedif an inconsistency is found ; it isopen
if it is saturated and not closed. A tableau is closed when allits branches are closed,
it is open if one of its branches is such.

In Fig. 4 we have an example of an open tableau.

untimed information

k1 k2
k3N : p : v1 A : a : v3

qualitative temporal
information

v1
v2

overlaps v3starts
�nishes v+1

v+2v�2
v�1

quantitative temporal information

[3; 3℄[1; 1℄
[4; 4℄

v�3 v+3[0; 0℄ [0; 0℄
[2; 2℄

Fig. 4. A (open) tableau for example 5.1

6 Soundness and Completeness

Definition 6.1 A branchB is SAT if there is a traceM and a mapping� from B
toM such that:� 8t 2 R, �(K) � Kt� if n : v 2 N(k1; k2) then8t 2 �(v), �(k2) 2 LNt(�(k1); �(n))
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� if a : v 2 A(k1; k2) then8t 2 �(v), �(k2) 2 At(�(k1); �(a))� if f : v 2 F(k) then8t 2 �(v),Mt; �(k) j= �(f)� if :f : v 2 F(k) then8t 2 v�,Mt; �(k) 6j= �(f) wherev� � �(v)
and� satisfies the temporal information:� if r 2 E(v1; v2) then�(v1) r �(v2)� if v 2 ET (e1; e2) then�(e2)� �(e1) 2 �(v)
Lemma 6.2 (Satisfiability preservation) If a branchB is SAT then applying a
rule toB yields a SAT branch.

Proof. (sketch) AssumeB is a SAT branch. There is some traceM and some
mapping� fromB toM for which Def. 6.1 holds. Using the semantics (Section 4)
we can show that it still holds after applying a rule toB, possibly by extendingM
or �. 2
Theorem 6.3 (Soundness)If a certificate� has a closed tableau given a set of
certificatesC then� is a logical consequence ofC.

Proof. (sketch) The usual proof consists in showing that an unvalidcertificate
yields an open tableau. If� is not a logical consequence ofC then C and:�
are satisfiable by some traceM. So the initial branch of the tableau for� givenC
is SAT. Then we get the conclusion thanks to lemma 6.2 and to the saturation of the
tableau. 2

As for completeness, we first saturate the tableau (i.e. all the branches of the
tableau). If one branchB is open then we can build a trace from it such thatB is
SAT w.r.t. some mapping.

Definition 6.4 An instantiationof the temporal networks of a branch associates a
real interval to each interval variable and a real number to each point variable such
as to satisfy the qualitative and metric constraints between the temporal variables.

Definition 6.5 Let B be an open branch. AtraceM associated withB is built in
the following way: let� be an instantiation of the temporal networks [5]� 8t 2 R, Kt = K� 8t 2 R, LNt(k1; n) = fk2j there isv such thatt 2 �(v) andn : v 2 N(k1; k2)g� 8t 2 R, At(k1; a) = fk2j there isv such thatt 2 �(v) anda : v 2 A(k1; k2)g
Lemma 6.6 If B is an open branch thenB is SAT.

Proof. (sketch) LetM be a trace associated withB w.r.t. a temporal instantiation�.
Consider the mapping� from B to M where� is identity except for temporal
intervals and points where� coincide with�. Then using the saturation of the
branch and the absence of inconsistency we can show thatB is SAT by induction
on principals and statements. 2
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Theorem 6.7 (Completeness)If a certificate� is a logical consequence of a set
of certificatesC then� has a closed tableau givenC.

Proof. (sketch) Like for the soundness proof, the completeness onegoes the other
way round: letB be an open branch of a tableau for� givenC. From the initializa-
tion of the tableau, lemma 6.6 and Def. 6.1, we get that:� andC are satisfiable by
some trace. Hence� is not a logical consequence of the set of certificatesC. 2
7 Conclusions

In the security literature there has been a number of proposals for the right logical
account for SDSI/SPKI features. Abadi [1] has used the DEC-SRC calculus for
access control [2]. However a number of problems have been found in the DEC-
SRC calculus by later authors [18,11]. Howell and Kotz [12] have proposed an
alternative semantics, but their solution is logically rather awkward (for instance
it is not closed under the usual boolean operators) and does not give a reasoning
procedure. Halpern and Van der Meyden [11,10] have proposedtwo modal logics
to reason about it but their proposal is fairly tailored on the SDSI/SPKI framework
and again no automated reasoning procedure have been given.Jha, Repset al.
[13,20] have given a pushdown automata procedure for, loosely speaking, time-
free fragment of Halpern and van der Meyden logic. In all papers the treatment
of time is either absent (Abadi, Howell and Kotz, Jha and Reps) or rather sketchy
(Halpern and Van der Meyden).

Conceptually, it is possible to have here first order reasoning over objects and it
would be interesting to derive syntactic restrictions on quantification in certificates
that would allow for the the same decidability results basedon Datalog in Li el al
[17].

An intriguing subject of future research is the usage ofsymbolic validity inter-
vals. For instance, if we hadk ertM4M 0s o�hair 7! Arees : [12=04=04; NextM4M ℄
and then have symbolic constraints on intervals such asNextM4M is non-overlap-
ping with 2004 and overlaps with part of 2002 and starts after[appointment-day,end-
of-conference]. The calculus we presented can indeed cope with such constraints.

Building upon previous attempt of formalizations we provide a general model
for reasoning about naming and identities, authorization,credentials, and time. We
show how to construct a general reasoning method for the logic that combines
advanced tableaux methods for modal and description logics[6] with systems for
reasoning about the interval algebra by Allen [3,4] and advanced proposals that
exploit both qualitative and metric constraints [19,14].
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